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We obtain a log-Sobolev inequality with a neat and explicit potential for the
gradient on a based loop space over a compact Riemannian manifold. The potential
term relies only on the curvature of the manifold and the Hessian of the heat
kernel, and is L p-integrable for all p1. The log-Sobolev inequality is derived by
a martingale representation theorem for the differentiable functions on loop space,
which is a variation of the ClarkOconeHaussmann formula.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND THE STATEMENT OF
THE MAIN RESULT
Since L. Gross [11] established log-Sobolev inequalities with potentials
for pinned loop groups, there have been several papers aimed at extending
Gross’s result in different directions. In one direction, replacing the usual
pinned Wiener measure by a ‘‘heat kernel measure’’ on the pinned loop
groups, B. Driver and T. Lohrenz [6] managed to establish log-Sobolev
inequalities without added potentials. In another direction, by embedding
the underlying manifold into a higher-dimensional Euclidean space, S. Aida
obtained log-Sobolev inequalities, with added potentials, on based loop
spaces over compact Riemannian manifolds. His potential is given by the
conditional expectation of certain Wiener functionals. For details see [1].
Using methods different from [1], in the present paper we also extend
Gross’s result to based loop space over a compact Riemannian manifold.
We establish a log-Sobolev inequality with an added potential which depends
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only on the Ricci curvature of the manifold and the Hessian of the heat kernel,
and admits a neat and explicit expression (see (1.9) below). Moreover, we
prove that the added potential is L p-integrable for all p1.
Our framework and the main result are described in detail as follows.
Let M be an n-dimensional connected compact Riemannian manifold. For
fixed x0 , y0 # M, we set
E=[w # C([0, 1]; M) | w(0)=x0 , w(1)= y0].
The space E, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence, is a
C-Finsler manifold modeled on a Banach space and is called a based
loop space over M when x0= y0 . We denote by FC(E) all the smooth
cylindrical functions on E. That is, F # FC(E) if and only if
F(w)= f (w(t1), w(t2), ..., w(tm)) (1.1)
for some 0<t1t2 } } } tm1 and some f # C(M m). Let pt(x, y) be the
heat kernel of 12 2 where 2 is the LeviCivita Laplacian on M. Then the
Brownian bridge measure + is the unique Borel probability measure on E
such that for F specified by (1.1) with t0=0 and tm=1, it holds that
|
E
F(w) +(dw)=|
M m&1
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xm&1 , y0) \ ‘
m&1
k=1
ptk&tk&1(xk&1 , xk)+
_ptm&tm&1(xm&1 , y0) dx1 } } } dxm&1 . (1.2)
Let (#t)0t1 be the coordinate process on E, (Ft)0t1 the +-completed
natural filtration of (#t). We set F=F1 . Then (#t) is a semimartingale
on the filtration space (E, F, (Ft), +). For a given orthonormal frame
u0 # ?&1(x0)/O(M), there exists a unique stochastic horizontal lift (Ut)
of (#t), determined by the LeviCivita connection, such that U0=u0 . Let
{d;t=U
&1
t b d#t&U
&1
t { log p1&t(#t , y0) dt
;0=0,
(1.3)
where b d#t stands for the Stratonovich differential of #t . By Theorem 2.13
of [5], (;t)0t1 is an Rn-valued standard Brownian motion.
We set
H0(Rn) :=[h # C([0, 1]; Rn) | |h| 2H0 :=|
1
0
|h4 s |2 ds<, h0=h1=0]. (1.4)
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For h # H0(Rn), let Dh(w)=U . (w) h . . Then for +-a.s. w # E, Dh(w) is an
element of TwE. Here TwE is the tangent space of the Finsler manifold E,
that is,
TwE=[V # C([0, 1]; TM) | Vt # Tw(t)M, V0=0, V1=0].
Hence we can define Dh F(w) for C1-function F on E, which is determined
by
Dh F(w)=
d
ds
F(expw( } ) sU . (w) h . ) | s=0 (1.5)
where expx stands for the exponential map at x # M. Note that for w # E,
the image [w(t) | t # [0, 1]] is a compact subset of M. Therefore we can
find a positive number * such that each point of M whose distance from
any w(t) is less than * is joint to w(t) by a unique geodesic arc of length
less than *, and consequently expw( } ) sU . (W) h . # E is well defined for
s<* |h| &1H0 . In particular, for F # FC
(E) of the form (1.1), a direct
calculation of (1.5) yields
Dh F(w)= :
m
k=1
({(k)f (w), Utk(w) htk)Tw(tk ) M, (1.5)$
where {(k)f is the usual gradient on M of f with respect to the k-th variable,
and {(k)f (w) stands for {(k)f (w(t1), w(t2), ..., w(tm)).
By Riesz representation theorem we may define {0 F(w) as the unique
element in H0 :=H0(R
n) such that
({0 F(w), h) H0=DhF(w), \h # H0 . (1.6)
Clearly {0F(w) is well defined for all F # FC(M) provided the horizontal
lift U . (w) of w # E is well defined. We consider {0 as a densely defined
operator from L2(E, +) into L2(H0 , +). It is known that {0 is closable
(cf. [5, 8, 16]). Denote again its smallest closure by {0 and the domain of
{0 by D({0). We set
E(F, G)=|
E
({0F, {0 G) H0 d+, \F, G # D({0). (1.7)
One may consider {0 as a natural gradient operator on E and (E, D({0))
as the corresponding Dirichlet form.
Let Ric(x) be the curvature tensor of M at x # M, let Hess f (x) be the
Hessian of a smooth function f at x # M. We consider both Ric(x) and
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Hess f (x) as symmetric linear operators from Tx M to TxM. For u # O(M)
we define Ricu : R
n  Rn and Hessu f : Rn  Rn by setting
Ricu a=u&1 Ric(?(u)) ua, \a # Rn,
Hessu f =u&1 Hess f (?(u)) ua, \a # Rn.
We define
&t=|
1
t
[idR n& 12 (1&s) RicUs+(1&s) HessUs log p1&s( } , y0)] d;s (1.8)
and
V=|
1
0 }
&t
1&t }
2
R n
dt (1.9)
where (Ut) and (;t) are specified by (1.3). Note that if u$0=u0g for some
g # O(n), then one can easily check that Ut g, g&1;t , g&1&t are versions of
U$t , ;$t , &$t (where $ means related to u$0). Therefore we have V$=V. That is,
V is independent of the choice of u0 # ?&1(x0).
Below is our main result.
Theorem 1.1. (i)
|
E
|V| p d+<, \p # [1, ). (1.10)
(ii) For any :>0, we have for all F # D({0),
|
E
F 2 log
F 2
&F&2L2 (+)
d+2(1+:) E(F, F )+
1+:
2: |E VF
2 d+. (1.11)
In particular, if we take :=1, then
|
E
F 2 log
F 2
&F&2L2 (+)
d+4E(F, F )+|
E
VF 2 d+, \F # D({0).
The L p-integrability of V is proved in Section 4. In the proof we used an
estimate of the Hessian of the heat kernel [21, 22] as well as a moment estimate
of the distance process on E (cf. [5] (2.11)). We need also an estimate of
the last exit time of Brownian bridges (cf. Theorem 2.1) and a short time
asymptotic estimate of the Hessian of the heat kernel (cf. Theorem 3.1)
which are given in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. We should point out that
Theorem 3.1 is somehow already contained in the work of Malliavin and
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Stroock [19], our contribution to it is merely analyzing the argument of
[19] with a little more calculation. Having the integrability of V in hand,
we derive in Section 5 a martingale representation for differentiable functions
on loop spaces (cf. Theorem 5.1), a variation of ClarkOconeHaussmann
formula (cf. [9, 15, 3]), which in turn yields the log-Sobolev inequality (1.11).
The argument we present here in Section 5 was motivated by Capitaine, Hsu,
and Ledoux [3] who found recently a natural way to gain log-Sobolev
inequalities on path spaces via martingale representation theorem, recapturing
earlier work by Hsu [14], Aida and Elworthy [2], and Wang [23]. Our
log-Sobolev inequality (1.11) can also be proved by analyzing the time
inhomogeneous Markovian semigroup of Brownian bridges, which will be
discussed in a separate paper.
The results of this paper have been announced in the ‘‘Workshorp on
Infinite Dimensional Stochastic Analysis’’ (MSRI, November 37, 1997) and
in [12].
In what follows for a given y0 # M, we denote by $( y0) the injectivity radius
at y0 . B( y0 , $) stands for the closed geodesic ball in M centered at y0 with
radius $. d( } , } ) is the Riemannian distance function on M.
2. AN ESTIMATE FOR THE LAST EXIT TIME FROM M"B( y0 , $)
Let (#t)0t1 be the coordinate process on (E, F, (Ft), +) as described in
the first section. Let $ # (0, $( y0)) be given. We define
T$=sup[t>0 | #t # M"B( y0 , $)]
(with the convention that sup ,=0). We call T$ the last exit time of (#t) from
M"B( y0 , $).
Theorem 2.1. For each * # (0, 1) there exists a constant C*, $ such that
+[w | T$(w)s]C*, $ exp { &$
2
8(1&s)= , \s # [*, 1). (2.1)
Proof. We set #$t=#1&t and define
T $$=inf[t>0 | #$t # M"B( y0 , $)] 71.
Then T$=1&T $$ and consequently
+[T$s]=+[T $$1&s]. (2.2)
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By (1.2) and the symmetry of the heat kennel we know that (#$t)0t1 obeys
the same law as (#t)0t1 provided we interchange the starting point x0 and
the end point y0 . Therefore, if we let (F$t)0t1 be the completed
natural filtration of (#$t)0t1 and specify an orthonormal frame u$0 # ?&1( y0),
then by Theorem 2.13 of [5] there exists an Rn-valued Brownian motion
(;$t)0t1 on the filtration space (E, (F$t), F, +) such that (cf. (1.3))
d#$t=U$t b d;$t+{ log p1&t(#$t , x0) dt. (2.3)
where (U$t) is the horizontal lift of (#$t) with U$0=u$0 .
Denote by \(x)=d(x, y0) and E(x)= 12 d
2(x, y0). By (2.3) and Ito’s
formula we have
E(#$t 7 T $$)=|
t 7 T $$
0
({E(#$r), U$r d;$r)
+|
t 7 T $$
0
({E(#$r), { log p1&r(#$r , x0)) dr+|
t 7 T $$
0
1
22E(#$r) dr
=|
t 7T $$
0
\(#$r) dBr+|
t 7T $$
0
f (r, #$r) dr (2.4)
with
Bt=|
t
0
({\(#$r), U$r d;$r) ,
and
f (t, x)=(\(x) {\(x), { log p1&t(x, x0))+ 122E(x).
For given s # [*, 1) we set
M st=|
t
0
I[rT $$ 7 (1&s)] \(#$r) dBr . (2.5)
Then, since (Bt) is a one dimensional Brownian motion, we obtain
(M s1 , M
s
1)$
2(1&s). (2.6)
By (2.4) and (2.5) we have
M sT $$ 7 (1&s)=E(#$T $$ 7 (1&s))&|
T $$ 7 (1&s)
0
f (r, #$r) dr.
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Therefore, if we set
| f |*, $=sup[ | f (t, x)|: x # B( y0 , $), 0t1&*].
Then
[T $$1&s]/{ max0t1 M st
$2
2
&| f |*, $(1&s)= , +-a.s. (2.7)
Applying exponential inequality (cf. [20], IV.(3.16)) we conclude from
(2.6) and (2.7)
+[T $$1&s]exp {&($
22&| f | *, $(1&s))2
2 $2(1&s) = .
Letting C*, $=exp[ 12 | f |*, $], we obtain (2.1) by (2.2) and the above
inequality. K
Corollary 2.2. For each $ # (0, $( y0)) and * # (0, 1), there exists a
positive constant C*, $ such that for any s # [*, 1)
+[w # E | #t(w)  B( y0 , $) for some t # [s, 1)]C*, $ exp { &$
2
8(1&s)= .
Proof. It follows from the above theorem and the fact that
[#t  B( y0 , $) for some t # [s, 1)]/[T$s], +-a.s. K
3. A SHORT TIME ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATE OF HESS log pT ( } , y0)
In this section we show that
Theorem 3.1. For each $ # (0, $( y0)) there exist positive constants
*$ # (0, 1] and D$>0 such that for any x # B( y0 , $) and 0<T*$
&idTx M+T Hess log pT (x, y0)&H.S.D$(d(x, y0)+T
12). (3.1)
(H.S. stands for HilbertSchmidt norm.)
The above theorem is obtained by analyzing the argument of [19] with
a little more calculation. In order to make use of the results in [18] and
[19] in this section we shall work on the classical Wiener space W0(Rn)
where
W0(Rn)=[| # C([0, 1]; Rn) | |(0)=0].
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Sometimes we write |t for |(t) and consider |t , 0t1, as the coordinate
process on W0(Rn). In this section (Ft)0t1 will stands for the filtration
generated by (|t), and + for the standard Wiener measure on W0(Rn). For
each T # (0, 1] we take +T to be the distribution of | # W0(Rn)  - T | #
W0(Rn) under +. For given u # O(M) and T # (0, 1], let (U ut )0t1 be the
+T almost surely unique solution to the Stratonovich stochastic differential
equation
dUut = :
n
k=1
Hk(U ut ) b d|t , with U
u
0=u. (3.2)
Here Hk , 1kn, are the canonical horizontal vector fields on O(M).
By formula (1.9) of [19] we know that for any a # Rn, u # O(M), and
’ # C2([0, 1]; Rn) with ’(0)=0 and ’(1)=a, it holds that
T(a, Hessu log pT( } , y0) a) Rn
=&E+T _|
1
0
|Au, T (t, |) ’* (t)|2 dt
&|
1
0
(,u, T, ’(t, |) Au, T (t, |) ’* (t), b d|t)Rn
+T |
1
0
(|(1)&|(t), Ru, T, ’(t, |)) Rn dt | ? b U u1= y0&
+
1
T {E+T _\|
1
0
(Au, T(t, |) ’* (t), d|t) Rn+
2
| ? b U u1= y0&
&\E+T _|
1
0
(Au, T (t, |) ’* (t), d|t)Rn | ? b U u1= y0&+
2
= . (3.3)
Here E+T[ } | ? b Uu1= y0] denotes the regular conditional expectation with
respect to +T . The progressively measurable map Au, T : [0, 1]_W0(Rn) 
Hom(Rn, Rn) is determined by the equation
Au, T (t, |)+
T
2 |
t
0
RicU su (|)Au, T (s, |) ds=idRn . (3.4)
The progressively measurable map ,u, T, ’ : [0, 1]_W0(Rn)  o(n) is defined
by
(c, ,u, T, ’(t, |) b) R n=|
t
0
(0U su (b, c) Au, T (s, |)(’(1)&’(s)), b d|s) Rn
(3.5)
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for any b, c # Rn, with 0 being the o(n)-valued curvature 2-form on O(M)
and 0U (b, c)=0(Ub, Uc) for any U # O(M). Ru, T, ’ is a progressively
measurable Rn-valued function on [0, 1]_W0(Rn) which satisfies
|Ru, T’(t, |)|RnC &’&C2([0, 1]; R n) (3.6)
for some constant C>0 independent of u, T, ’, t, and |.
We need also the following notations: Let
. # C Z([0, 1]_W0(R
n)_O(M)_Rn ; R1),
 # C Z(O(M)_R
n ; Rn),
9 # C Z(O(M)_R
n_O(M)_Rn, Hom(Rn, Rn)),
!, ‘ # C1([0, 1]; Rn).
( f # C Z if f # C
 and all its derivatives have tempered growth).
We define g: (0, 1]_W0(Rn)_O(M)  R1 by
g(T, |, u)=|
1
0
.(t, |, U ut (|), Au, T (t, |) ‘(t)) dt, (3.7)
or
g(T, |, u)=|
1
0
((U ut (|), Au, T (t, |) ‘(t)), b d|t) Rn , (3.8)
or
g(T, |, u)=|
1
0 |
t
0
9(U us(|), Au, T (s, |) !(s);
U ut (|), Au, T (t, |) ‘(t)) b d|s b d|tRn . (3.9)
Let
H(Rn)={h # W0(Rn): (h, h)H(R n) :=|
1
0
|h4 (s)| 2 ds<+= .
For any h # H(Rn), let U ut (h) be the solution of the following equation
{U4
u
t (h)= :
n
i=1
Hi (U ut (h)) h4 (t)
U u0(h)=u,
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and define g(0, h, u) to be one of the following functions:
|
1
0
.(t, h, U ut (h), ‘(t)) dt
g(0, h, u)={| 10 ((U ut (h), ‘(t), h4 (t))Rn dt (3.10)| 1
0 |
t
0
9(U us (h), !(s), U
u
t (t), ‘(t)) h4 (s) ds, h4 (t)Rn dt.
We adapt the convention that Stratonovich calculus reverts to ordinary
calculus when dealing with absolutely continuous paths. Then owing to (3.4)
we have limT  0+ g(T, h, u)= g(0, h, u) for h # H(Rn). Denote by Cut( y0)
the Cut-locus of y0 . For x  Cut( y0), let qx : [0, 1]  M be the unique minimal
geodesic from x to y0 , and Yx, v be the Jacobi field along qx such that
Yx, v(0)=v # TxM and Yx, v(1)=0. For any u # ?&1(M"Cut( y0)) and a # Rn,
we write v=ua and set
%u=u&1q* ?(u)(0), lu(t)=t%u ,
!u, a(t)=U ut (lu)
&1 Y?(u), v(t), and ’u, a(t)=a&!u, a(t)
for any t # [0, 1]. Note that |%u | Rn=d(?(u), y0), and by the property of
Jacobi field we know that the mapping
(u, a) # ?&1(M"Cut( y0))_Rn  !u, a # C2([0, 1]; Rn)
is continuous.
Using the above notations we define:
fa(T, |, u)=|
1
0
(Au, T(t, |) ’* u, a(t), d|t) R n&(lu , ’u, a)H(R n) . (3.11)
Note that according to (3.4) and the definition of ’u, a we know that
Au, T (t, |) ’* u, a(t) is continuously differentiable with respect to t # [0, 1].
Hence, the stochastic integral in (3.11) can be replaced by a Riemann
Stieltjes integral, and be defined for pointwise | # W0(Rn).
In order to match the notations we used here with those used in
Theorem 4.21 in [18] we give the following table:
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there here
s T
y u
% |
f (s, %, y) :fa(T, |, u)
F(s, %, y) ? b U u1(|)
\( y) &12&lu &H(Rn)
g(s, %, y) g(T, |, u)
h( y) lu
Here : # R1.
Lemma 3.2. Ler Sn&1 :=[a # Rn | |a|R n=1] and K=?&1(B) for some
compact subset B/(M"Cut( y0)). Then there exist constants =>0 and *K #
(0, 1] such that for each : # (&=, =), there exists a function C: # C(Sn&1_K; Rn),
with C0(a, u)#1, having the property below: For each g being a linear
combination of the functions specified by (3.7)(3.9), there exists a positive
constant K(:, g) such that, for all T # (0, *K],
sup
(a, u) # S n&1_K }E+T _ g(T, |, u) exp {
:fa(T, |, u)
T = } ? b U u1= y0&
&C:(a, u) g(0, lu , u) }
K(:, g)(1+ sup
(a, u) # S n&1_K
|C:(a, u) g(0, lu , u)| ) T 12. (3.12)
where g(0, lu , u) is the corresponding linear combinations of the functions
specified by the right hand side of (3.10).
Proof. It has been checked in the proof of Theorem 2.25 of [19] that,
for given compact set K/?&1(M"Cut( y0)), there exists a constant =>0
such that the functions listed in the table before Lemma 3.2 meat all the
conditions of Theorem 4.12 in [18] provided : # (&=, =) and a # Rn with
|a|R n1. Hence for each g being a function specified by one of the formulae
(3.7)(3.9), there exist sequences [C (m)(:fa, g)]m1/C(K; R
1) and [K (m)(:fa , g)]m1
/[0, ), depending on :fa and g, such that for all T # (0, 1] and u # K,
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}T n2 exp { |lu |
2
H(Rn)
2T = E+T _g(T, |, u) exp {
:fa(T, |, u)
T = $y0(? b U u1)&
& :
m
i=0
T i2C (i)(:fa , g)(u) }K (m)(:fa , g) T (m+1)2, (3.13)
where $y0 is the Dirac function relative to the Riemannian volume measure
on M. Due to the fact that :fea(T, |, u)=:fa(T, |, ue) for all e # O(n), we
see that the constants K (m)(:fa , g) are independent of the variable a # S
n&1.
By Corollary 3.30 and Lemma 3.28 in [18], we have
C (0)(:fa , g)(u)= g(0, lu , u) C:(a, u) (3.14)
with
C:(a, u)=[det2 (idH(Rn)&D2:fa(0, lu , u))]&12 exp[A:fa(0, lu , u)]
(for the involved notations we refer to [18]). By the above expression one
can check that C: # C(Sn&1_K; R1) and C0(a, u)#1 (cf. also Theorem 2.25
of [19]). Let m=0 in (3.13) we obtain
}T n2 exp { |lu |
2
H(Rn)
2T = E+T _ g(T, |, u) exp {
:fa(T, |, u)
T = $y0(? b U u1)&
&g(0, lu , u) C:(a, u) }K (0)(:fa , g)T 12, \T # (0, 1], u # K. (3.15)
In fact (3.15) holds also for linear combinations of the functions specified
by (3.7)(3.9). Indeed if g=3i=1 bj gj for some real numbers b j and
functions gj in the form of (3.7)(3.9) then (3.15) is true for K (0)(:fa , g)=
3j=1 |bj | K
(0)
(:fa , gj)
. Now let :=0 and g#1 (i.e., .#1 in (3.7)), by (3.15)
we have
}T n2 exp { |lu |
2
H(R n)
2T = E+T[$y0(? b U u1)]&1 }K (0)(0, 1) T 12, (3.16)
which implies for 0<Tmin[(2K (0)(0, 1))
&2, 1]
1
2
T n2 exp { |lu |
2
H(Rn)
2T = E+T[$y0(? b U u1)]
3
2
, \u # K. (3.17)
Note that
E+T[F | ? b U
u
1= y0]=
E+T[F $y0(? b U
u
1)]
E+T[$y0(? b U
u
1)]
(3.18)
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provided the above right hand side is meaningful. By (3.15)(3.18) one can
easily obtain (3.12) with K(:, g)=2K (0)(:fa , g) and *K=min[(2K
(0)
(0, 1))
&2, 1]. K
Below we set E(x)= 12 d
2(x, y0). It is known that E( } ) is a smooth
function out of Cut( y0).
Lemma 3.3. Let K/O(M) be as in Lemma 3.2. Then there exists a
constant DK>0 such that for all T # (0, *K],
sup
u # K
&Hessu E( } )+T Hessu log pT ( } , y0)&H.S.DK T 12,
where *K is specified by Lemma 3.2.
Proof. Let u # K and a # Sn&1. Applying Lemma 2.51 in [17] one can
check that
(a, Hessu E( } ) a) R n=|
1
0
[ |!4 u, a(t)|2
&(0U tu (lu)(%u , !u, a(t)) %u , !u, a(t))R n] dt, (3.19)
where %u and !u, a are defined as before.
Replace ’ in (3.3) by ’u, a . Combining (3.3) and (3.19) we have
(a, (Hessu E+T Hessu log pT ( } , y0)) a) Rn
=I1(T, a, u)+I2(T, a, u)+I3(T, a, u) (3.20)
with
I1(T, a, u) :=&E+T _|
1
0 }Au, T (t, |) ’* u, a(t) }
2
dt
&|
1
0
(,u, T, ’(t, |) Au, T (t, |) ’* (t), b d|t) R n } ? b U u1= y0 &
+RHS of (3.19). (3.21)
(RHS means right hand side).
I2(T, a, u) :=&E+T _T |
1
0
(|(1)&|(t), Ru, T, ’u, a(t, |)) Rn dt | ? b U
u
1= y0& .
(3.22)
I3(T, a, u) :=The last term of (3.3). (3.23)
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We now estimate I1 first. Note that by the definition of ’u, a we have
|
1
0
|Au, T (t, |) ’* u, a(t)|2 dt=|
1
0
|Au, T (t, |) !4 u, a(t)|2 dt, (3.24)
and by (3.5) we can show that
|
1
0
(,u, T, ’(t, |) Au, T (t, |) ’* u, a(t), b d|t) R n
=|
1
0 |
t
0
9u, T, a(s, t, |) b d|s , b d|tRn , (3.25)
where 9u, T, a(s, t, |) # Hom(Rn, Rn) is defined by
9u, T, a(s, t, |) i, j=(0Usu (ej , Au, T (t, |) ’* u, a(t)) ei , Au, T (s, |) !u, a(s))R n .
(3.26)
Here and henceforth [ei]1in stands for the standard basis of Rn.
Let us set .(t, |, u, b)=&|b| 2Rn and ‘=’* u, a in (3.7), and set 9(a, b, u, c) i, j
=(0u(ej , c) ei , b) Rn , !=!u, a and ‘=’* u, a in (3.9). With the above setting
we let g1 be the sum of the terms of the right hand sides of (3.7) and (3.9).
Note that, since ’* u, a=&!u, a , with g1 defined above we have by (3.10)
&g1(0, lu , u)=RHS of (3.19). (3.27)
Combining (3.19), (3.24)(3.27) and employing Lemma 3.2 with :=0 and
g= g1 , we see that for T # (0, *K]
sup
(a, u) # S n&1_K
|I1(T, a, u)|
K(0, g1)(1+ sup
(a, u) # Sn&1_K
|(a, Hessu E( } ) a) Rn | ) T 12 :=;1 T 12.
(3.28)
We now estimate I2 . By (3.6) we have
|I2(T, a, u)|CT &’u, a&C2 ([0, 1]; Rn)
_\E+T _|
1
0
||(1)&|(t)| 2R n dt } ? b U u1= y0&+
12
. (3.29)
Let g2 be the function specified by (3.7) with .(t, |, u, b)=||(1)&|(t)| 2Rn ,
then we have
g2(0, lu , u)=|
1
0
|lu(1)&lu(t)| 2Rn dt=|
1
0
(1&t)2 |%u | 2R n dt=
2
3E(?(u)).
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Making use of Lemma 3.2 with :=0 and g= g2 , we get for 0<T*k
}E+T _|
1
0
||(1)&|(t)| 2Rn dt } ? b U u1= y0 && 23E(?(u)) }
K(0, g2)(1+sup
u # K
2
3E(?(u))) T
12,
which implies that
A := sup
0<T*K
sup
u # K }E+T _|
1
0
||(1)&|(t)| 2Rn dt } ? b U u1= y0&}<.
Thus by (3.29) for T # (0, *K] we have
sup
(a, u) # S n&1_K
|I2(T, a, u)|CA max
(a, u) # S n&1_K
&’u, a&C2 ([0, 1], Rn) T :=;2T.
(3.30)
Finally we estimate I3 . By (3.11) we have
|I3(T, a, u)|
1
T
E+T[ f
2
a(T, |, u) | ? b U
u
1= y0]. (3.31)
Applying Lemma 3.2 with g#1 and 0<:<=, we see that for 0<T*K ,
sup
(a, u) # Sn&1_K }E+T _exp {
:fa(T, |, u)
T = } ? b U u1= y0 &&C:(a, u)}
K(:, 1)(1+ max
(a, u) # S n&1_K
C:(a, u)) T 12,
which implies in particular that
;3 := sup
0<T*K
sup
(a, u) # Sn&1_K }E+T _\
fa(T, |, u)
T +
2
} ? b U u1= y0&}<.
(3.32)
Combining (3.31) we obtain for 0<T*K ,
sup
(a, u) # S n&1_K
|I3(T, a, u)|;3 T. (3.33)
The proof of the Lemma is now completed by summing up (3.28), (3.30),
and (3.33), and setting DK=- n (;1+;2+;3). K
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Lemma 3.4. For each $ # (0, $( y0)) there exists a constant }$>0 such
that
&idTx M&Hess E(x)&H.S.}$ d(x, y0), \x # B( y0 , $) (3.34)
Proof. Let [xi]1in be a normal coordinate system on a neighbor-
hood V( y0) of y0 containing B( y0 , $). Then we have
E(x)= 12 : x
2
i for x=(x1 , ..., xn) # V( y0) (3.35)
gij ( y0)=$ ij , 1 kij( y0)=0, for all i, j, k, (3.36)
where gij (x)=(xi , xj)TxM is the Riemannian metric and [1
k
ij (x)] the
corresponding Christofell symbols at x # V( y0). Let X(x)= ai (x) xi
and Y(x)= bi (x) xi be two vector fields on V( y0), then by (3.35) we
have
(X(x), (idTx M&Hess E(x)) Y(x)) TxM
=:
i, j
ai (x) \g ij (x)&$ij+:k 1
k
ij (x) xk + b j (x).
Let u  U(x) # O(M) be a local smooth section over V( y0). Assume that
U(x) ei is expressed by U(x) ei= U ij (x) xj , then
F(x) :=&idTxM&Hess E(x)&
2
H.S.
=:
k, l \:i, j U
ki (x) \ gij (x)&$ij+:k 1
k
ij (x) xk+ U lj (x)+
2
. (3.37)
By (3.36) and (3.37) one can easily check that
F( y0)=0, {F( y0)=0.
Therefore there exists a constants }$ such that
F(x)}2$ d
2(x, y0), \x # B( y0 , $)
and (3.34) follows. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For given $ # (0, $( y0)), let B=B( y0 , $) and
K=?&1(B). Then make use of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, and set *$=*K ,
D$=max[DK , }$]. K
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4. INTEGRABILITY OF V
With the preparation of the previous two sections we are now in a
position to check the integrability of V. From now on we shall work again
on the filtration space (E, F, (Ft), +) as specified in Section 1. We also
need the following two results; we refer to the corresponding references for
the proofs.
Lemma 4.1 (cf. [22, (0.3); 21, (1.16)]). There exists a constant C such
that
&Hess log pT ( } , y0)(x)&H.S.C \d
2(x, y0)
T 2
+
1
T+ , \0<T1, x # M.
Lemma 4.2 (cf. [5] (2.11)). For each positive integer p, there exists a
positive constant C( p) such that
E+[d p(#s , y0)]C( p)(1&s) p2, \0s1.
Below we set
As=idRn& 12 (1&s) RicUs+(1&s) HessUs log p1&s( } , y0). (4.1)
Lemma 4.3. Let $ # (0, $( y0)). Then for each positive integer p, there
exists a constant K($, p) such that
E+[&As&2pH.S.]K($, p) _(1&s) p+exp { &$
2
16(1&s)=& , \s1&*$
(4.2)
where *$ is specified in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let RM=supx # M &Ric(x)&H.S. . By Theorem 3.1 we have for
all s1&*$ ,
&As&H.S. I[#s # B( y0 , $)]D$(d(#s , y0)+(1&s)
12)+
(1&s)
2
RM
D$ d(#s , y0)+\D$+RM2 + (1&s)12.
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Therefore applying Lemma 4.2 we obtain for s1&*$ ,
E+[&As&2pH.S. I[#s # B( y0 , $)]]_22p&1D2p$ C(2p)+22p&1 \D$+RM2 +& (1&s) p.
(4.3)
On the other hand by Lemma 4.1 we have for all s # [0, 1),
&As&H.S.n+
(1&s)
2
RM+C+C
d 2(#s , y0)
(1&s)
.
Consequently by Lemma 4.2 for all s # [0, 1),
(E+[&As&4pH.S.])
12_24p&1 \n+1&s2 RM+C+
4p
+24p&1C 4pC(8p)&
12
.
(4.4)
Combining Corollary 2.2 with *=1&*$ , we obtain for s1&*$ ,
E+[&As&2p I[#s  B( y0, $)]]
(E+[&A&4pH.S.])
12 (+[#s  B( y0 , $)])12
_24p&1 \n+1&s2 RM+C+
4p
+24p&1C 4pC(8p)&
12
C 12*, $ exp { &$
2
16(1&s)=
(4.5)
The desired inequality (4.2) follows directly from (4.3) and (4.5) K
Proof of Theorem 1.1(i). Without loss of generality we may assume that
p is a positive integer. By BurkholderDavisGundy inequality there exists
a constant Cp such that
E+ _} |
1
t
As d;s }
2p
&Cp E+ _\|
1
t
&As&2H.S. ds+
p
& .
Therefore by (1.8) and (1.9)
E+[V p]|
1
0
E+ |1t As d;s |
2p
(1&t)2p
dt
Cp |
1
0
E+(1t &As&
2
H.S. ds)
p
(1&t)2p
dt
Cp |
1
0
1t E+[&As &
2p
H.S.] ds
(1&t) p+1
dt. (4.6)
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Denote by F(s)=E+[&As&2pH.S.]. By Lemma 4.3 we have for t1&*$ ,
|
1
t
F(s) dsK($, p) _(1&t) p+1+(1&t) exp { &$
2
16(1&t)=& . (4.7)
Therefore
|
1
1&*$
1t F(s) ds
(1&t) p+1
dt<. (4.8)
Note that
sup
x # M, 0s1&*$
&idTxM&
1
2 (1&s) Ric(x)
+(1&s) Hess log p1&s( } , y0)(x)&H.S.<.
We conclude
|
1
0
1t F(s) ds
(1&t) p+1
dt|
1
1&*$
1t F(s) ds
(1&t) p+1
dt+|
1&*$
0
1t F(s) ds
(1&t) p+1
dt<.
Consequently by (4.6) E+[V p]<. K
5. MARTINGALE REPRESENTATION AND
LOG-SOBOLEV INEQUALITY
We shall use the following notations.
H :=[h # C([0, 1]; Rn) | |h| H :=|
1
0
|h4 t | 2Rn dt<, h(0)=0]. (5.1)
Note that H0 :=H0(R
n) (specified by (1.4)) is a subspace of H.
AH :=[h: E_[0, 1]  Rn | h(w) # H for all w and ht( } ) # Ft for all t],
(5.2)
AH0 :=[h # AH | h(w) # H0], (5.3)
where ht( } ) # Ft means that ht( } ) is measurable with respect to Ft .
We call AH0 the adapted CameronMartin space.
The following integration by parts formula is more or less known
(cf. [5, 7, 16]).
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Lemma 5.1 [13]. Let h # AH0 . Suppose that for some :>0 we have
E+ _|
1
0
|h4 t |2+: dt&<. (5.4)
Then for all . # D({0) we have
E+[({0., h) H0]=&E+[. div h], (5.5)
where
div h=&|
1
0
(h4 t+ 12RicUt ht&HessUt log p1&t( } , y0) ht , d;t)R n . (5.6)
Moreover, div h is L p-integrable for 1 p<2+:.
For a detail proof of the above lemma we refer to [13].
The following martingale representation theorem is a variation of Clark
OceneHaussmann formula.
Theorem 5.2. Let . # D({0), then there exists a (Ft)-predictable process
(H .t )0t1 such that
.=E+[.]+|
1
0
(H .t , d; t) Rn +-a.s. (5.7)
Moreover, (H .t )0t1 is +_dt-a.e. equal to the (Ft)-predictable projection of
the process
({0.) }t +
({0.)t
1&t
+.
1t As d;s
1&t
, 0t1, (5.8)
where (At) is specified by (4.1). In particular, we have
H .t =E+ _({0.) }t +({0 .)t1&t +.
1t As d;s
1&t
| Ft& , +_dt-a.e. (5.9)
Proof. By (1.3) we have
{d#t=Ut b d;t+{ log p1&t(#t , y0) dt#0=x0 ,
or equivalently
{dUt=
n
i=1 H
i (Ut)[ b d; it+H
i log p1&t(?(Ut), y0) dt]
U0=u0 ,
(5.10)
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where [H i]1in are the canonical horizontal vector fields on O(M). Note
that the stochastic equation (5.10) admits a pathwise unique solution for
the time interval [0, 1). Therefore by (5.10) and (1.3) we have Ft=F
;
t ,
where (F;t ) is the completed natural filtration of (;t)0t1 . Thus by
martingale representation theorem for Brownian motion, there exists a
(Ft)-predictable process (H .t )0t1 such that (5.7) holds. Note that the
above argument shows also that (Ft)-predictable _-field coincides with
(Ft)-optional _-field. Below we check the last assertion of the theorem.
Let h # AH satisfying (5.4). Define h # AH0 by setting h t=(1&t) ht .
Then h satisfies also (5.4). Note that
d
dt
h t=(1&t) h4 t&ht . (5.11)
Hence by (5.6) and (4.1) we have
&div h =|
1
0
( (1&t) h4 t , d;t)&|
1
0
(At ht , d;t). (5.12)
Also by (5.11) we have
E+[({0., h ) H0]=E+ _|
1
0
( ({0.) }t ,
d
dt
h t) dt&
=E+ _|
1
0
( (1&t)({0.}t , h4 t) dt&&E+ _|
1
0
( ({0.) }t , ht) dt&
=E+ _|
1
0
( ({0.)t+(1&t)({0.) }t , h4 t) dt& . (5.13)
In the above last step we used the integration by parts formula with respect
to t. Note that 10 At d;t is L
p-integrable for all p1 (this can be seen
by (4.4)). Hence |10 At d;t |< +-a.s. Thus employing integration by parts
formula again we have
|
1
0
(Atht , d;t)=|
1
0
(ht , At d;t)=|
1
0 |
1
t
As d;s , h4 t dt. (5.14)
By (5.7), (5.12), and (5.14) we have
&E+[. div h ]=E+ _|
1
0
( (1&t) H .t &. |
1
t
As d;s , h4 t) dt& . (5.15)
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Consequently by (5.5) and (5.13)
E+ _|
1
0
( ({0.)t+(1&t)({0 .) }t&(1&t) H
.
t +. |
1
t
As d;s , h4 t) dt&=0.
(5.16)
Note that any L2(+_dt)-integrable (Ft)-predictable process can be approxi-
mated, w.r.t. L2(+_dt) norm, by processes (h4 t)0t1 with h # AH satisfying
(5.4). Hence the last assertion of the theorem follows from (5.16). K
We are now in a position to prove log-Sobolev inequality.
Theorem 5.3. For any :>0, we have for all F # D({0)
|
E
F 2 log
F 2
&F&2L2(+)
d+2(1+:) E(F, F )+
1+:
2:
E+[F 2V] (5.17)
with
V=|
1
0 }
1t As d;s
1&t }
2
dt.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that F is bounded
and inf[F(w) | w # E]>0. Let .=F 2 and (.t) be a right continuous
version of E+[. | Ft], 0t1. By (5.7) we have d.t=(H .t , d;t). Applying
Ito’s formula we obtain,
d(.t log .t)=(1+log .t) d.t+
1
2
|H .t |
2
.t
dt
=( (1+log .t) H .t , d;t) +
1
2
|H .t |
2
.t
dt.
Therefore
E+[. log .]&E+[.] log E+[.]=
1
2
E+ _|
1
0
|H .t |
2
.t
dt& . (5.18)
Note that .=F 2 and {0(F 2)=2F {0F, we have by (5.9)
H .t =E+ _2F \({0 F) }t +({0F )t1&t ++F 2
1t As d;s
1&t } Ft& , +_dt-a.e.
(5.19)
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By the CauchySchwartz inequality,
|H .t |
2E[F 2 | Ft] b E+ _}2 \({0F ) }t +({0F )t1&t +
+F
1t As d;s
1&t }
2
} Ft & , +_dt-a.e.
Put the above inequality into (5.18) we obtain
E+ _F 2 log F
2
&F&2L 2(+)&

1
2
E+ {|
1
0
dtE+ _}2 \({0F ) }t+({0F )t1&t ++F
1t As d;s
1&t }
2
} Ft&= .
(5.20)
For :>0 and real numbers a, b we have
(a+b)2(1+:) a2+
1+:
:
b2. (5.21)
Applying Fubini’s theorem and the above formula we derive from (5.20)
E+ _F 2 log F
2
&F&2L2(+)&|
1
0
E+ _2(1+:) }({0F) }t +({0 F )t1&t }
2
+
1+:
2:
F 2 } 
1
t As d;s
1&t }
2
& dt. (5.22)
Note that
2 |
1
0 
({0F )t
1&t
, ({0 F ) }t  dt=|
1
0
d |({0 F )t |2
1&t
=&|
1
0 }
({0F )t
1&t }
2
dt.
Hence
|
1
0 }({0F ) }t+
({0F )t
1&t }
2
dt=|
1
0
|({0F ) }t |
2 dt. (5.23)
Now the desired inequality (5.17) is derived from (5.22) and (5.23). K
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